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ENGLISH 

Q.1. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow: 

Great Indian digital divide 

1. The revolution in information technology (IT), far from helping India to leapfrog to a 

post-industrial society, threatens to rupture the social fabric by enriching a few at the 

cost of many. 

2. In a very short time and quite unexpectedly, India has risen to considerable eminence 

in the world of information technology. This year, software products are expected to 

account for $ 5.7 billion in exports and will account for a quarter of the growth in the 

economy, which is expected to grow nearly seven per cent. Within eight years, 

predicts a recent study by McKinsey & Co. and the National Association of Software 

& Service Companies (Nasscom), India’s annual IT exports could hit $ 50 billion 

about 33 per cent of global software exports. Such a surge is expected to generate 2.2 

million jobs—and push our growth rate near the double digits that many East Asian 

Tigers enjoyed before the 1997 crash. 

3. For the rapidly growing middle class, which was desperate to make its presence felt 

but remained mired in the great Indian outback of the global economy and regretfully 

watched the industrial revolution pass it by, this is the moment they have been waiting 

for. When countries like Japan and Germany, the objects of Indian admiration, should 

come knocking on our doors to solicit our talent to invigorate their industry, it is 

indeed redemption of sorts. And IT is the cause of it all. 

4. The big question is, will IT do an encore for India as a nation, and not just for a wafer 

thin percentage of IT-literate Indians, mostly the poster boys of the IITs? 

5. IT has, as yet, failed to touch the lives of the average citizen and India is nowhere 

close to being a knowledge economy or society. As per the International Data 

Corporation (IDC), in a survey of 55 countries, India ranks 54th on its Information 

Society Index. 

6. The fact is, it is a straightforward reflection of the deep inequality of our education 

system which breeds a few ‘geniuses’ at the cost of the entire nation. A study by 

former director of the National Centre for Software Technology, R. Narasimhan, 

points out that nowhere is the digital divide more glaring than in IT education. The 

report warns that India’s ‘obsession’ with the software industry and its exports 

orientation is leading to the churning out of unemployable students on one hand and 

bright whiz-kids on the other. While the latter are lured away by overseas employers, 

the former remain unemployable. 

Narasimhan cautions against the ‘hype’ associated with the phenomenal growth of 

India’s software industry defying rational explanations and built up into a ‘mystique 

of sort’ which breeds false hopes. . 

7. India’s software industry is a poor employment generator. In the mid-Nineties, some 

20,000 people were actively employed in software export services. In contrast, there 

were three million registered unemployed graduates in the Nineties. While the 

‘Narasimhan study doesn’t mention number of hobs lost due to computerisation, one 

could comfortably add a million to the number. 

A. Answer the following questions by choosing the most appropriate option:  

 



1.The revolution in IT threatens to break apart the social fabric 

because………………………… 

(a) the stocks of software companies have risen at BSE 

(b) it has helped India to rise beyond the industrial society 

(c) it is enriching a few at the cost of many 

(d) it has created a gulf between the rural and urban sector 

2.Growth in export of Indian software products and national economy have been achieved 

because of………………………… 

(a) global recession 

(b) liberalised economy 

(c) public private cooperation 

(d) eminence of Information Technology 

3.It is a time of pride for the middle classes in India because………………………… 

(a) developed industrial nations will require Indian software professionals to invigorate their 

industry 

(b) they are desperate to make their presence felt 

(c) they have remained stuck in the mud of global economy 

(d) they have regretfully watched the industrial revolution pass by them 

4.The digital divide is clearly visible in IT revolution because………………………… 

(a) it has improved a lot of average Indian citizen 

(b) it has benefitted only the products of IITs or some IT-literates 

(c) it has made India a knowledge economy or society 

(d) non-IT trained students run the IT institutes 

5.Narasimhan’s report cautions against ‘hype’ around IT software industry 

because………………………… 

(a) it is rational 

(b) it breeds false hopes 

(c) all look for foreign assignments 

(d) it attracts even the dullards 

6.The word ‘redemption’ in para 3 means………………………… 

(a) recoupment 

(b) recumbent 

(c) recovery  

(d) redeeming 

B. Answer the following questions in brief:  

7. Why is the digital divide clearly visible in IT revolution? 

8. Why is IT not beneficial for average Indians? 

9. What does Narasimhan’s report highlight on IT software industry? 



10. How is it lucrative for the middle classes in India? 

11. Find the words from the passage which are similar in meaning. 

(a) Recovery (para 3) 

(b) Very easily seen (para 6) 

 

Q2. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow: 

 

1. Conflict between people takes the forms of assertiveness, aggression, and violence. It is 

fuelled by many factors, including greed, selfishness, desire, jealousy, envy, fear, hate, and 

lust for power. 

 

From the perspective of yogic philosophy, these “fuels” for conflict are all caused by a 

clouding of our perception, called avidya. Because of avidya, we do not recognise our true 

spiritual kinship with other people, and we are prone to experience those “fuels” of conflict. 

 

2. These “fuels” are widely varied, but have one commonality; experience of any of these 

emotions or desires is done from an “I” perspective. People who feel these emotions want 

more (or less) of something for themselves, as compared to what they see in other people. 

These people do not identify with others, but feel separate from them, left out or isolated. 

Two powerful tools exist to reduce the effect of these “fuels” within ourselves: cultivating 

right attitude, and behaving in constructive ways. 

 

3. Some of us feel envious or jealous when we see another who is happy, successful or 

content. We may feel disgusted or even hatred at the sight of a drifter or a drug addict. In this 

case, Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras prescribe a change in attitude towards other people, a change 

that will help us purify our minds and become more peaceful. To become more peaceful, we 

should practise being pleased when we see another who is happy. We should strive to be 

compassionate towards those in misery, and joyful to see virtue in another. In cultivating 

these attitudes, we become more accepting of the world and more peaceful towards others. 

Non-possessiveness can be practised, as can contentment. 

 

4. Our behaviour-how we act-includes both how we treat others, and how we treat ourselves. 

To become satisfied in our lives and more peaceful in our treatment of others, we should 

practise non-violence, truthfulness, and non-stealing, three of the ‘yamas’ from Yoga Sutras. 

These qualities help us become happier in our lives and less aggressive towards others. 

Practising meditation is also known to reduce stress and increase happiness. 

 

5. Some people do not want to be less aggressive or happier. They want more power and 

more control. They don’t want cooperation. They see themselves as separate from others, and 

responsible for their own success. Their world view assumes that they can and should decide 

what is proper and that others must conform to their desires. These people will not be swayed 

by arguments about the happiness that accrues after several years of meditation, or the peace 

to be found in recognising one’s true Self. They want results, and they want them now. Even 

these people can accept a yoga practice if it is presented to them in a way they value, which 

usually means, a ‘physical’ practice.  

 

(a) On the basis of your reading of the above passage make notes on it using headings and 

subheadings. Use recognisable abbreviations, wherever necessary, and give it a suitable title. 

(b) Write a summary of the passage in about 80 words based on your notes. 

 

Q3. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of past tense by selecting from the options 

given in brackets. 

1. The other employees had already left the office but Kanika ………………. (still 

worked/was still working) there. 



2. A small boy ………………. (fell/was falling) from the train when it was moving at 

full speed. 

3. We saw a bus fallen into a ditch when we ………………. (went/were going) to 

Mussoorie. 

4. Anita ………………. (burnt/was burning) her finger while she was cooking. 

5. While I ………………. (waited/was waiting) for my bus Rachita was running after 

hers. 

6. The farmer sold the crop after he ………………. (harvested/had harvested) it. 

7. Indians ………………. (had fought/fought) a long struggle before they 

………………. (had attained/attained) independence. 

8. The train ………………. (departed/had departed) before we reached the station. 

Q.4.Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the future tense of the verbs given in 

brackets. 

1. Now Nikhil ………………… (want) to move to a bigger city for a better job. 

2. The famous Dr Prahlad ………………… (operate) on my uncle tomorrow to remove 

his tumour. 

3. Sarla’s mother ………………… (stay) in a rented house after her divorce gets 

through. 

4. Prodipta ………………… (win) the wrestling bout against Vijay this evening, I’m 

sure. 

5. I think Ranjan ………………… (start) his journey tomorrow. 

6. Our Maths teacher ………………… (correct) the exam papers by Sunday. 

7. I think Anil ………………… (certainly/get) good marks in the Social Science test. 

8. By 7 PM, Sameera ………………… (finish) her homework. 

Q.5. In the given paragraph, one word has been omitted in each line. Write the missing 

word along with the word that comes before the word and the word that comes after it 

in the space provided as shown. 

Tears are produced tear glands which keep the eye e.g. produced by tear 

moist and are normally drained the (a) …………………………………….. 

nose. Onions a number of water-soluble volatile (b) …………………………………….. 

substances containing sulphur, cutting the onion (c) …………………………………….. 

these spread the air and cause irritation in the eyes. (d) …………………………………….. 

The tear glands start secreting more and more tears 

wash out the irritants. 
(e) …………………………………….. 

The tears are produced fast that they cannot be 

drained out 
(f) …………………………………….. 

through nose and so run (g) …………………………………….. 

down the eyes thus making cry. (h) …………………………………….. 

 

Q.6. There is an error in each of the following lines. Write the incorrect word and the 

correct word in the given space. The first one has been done as an example: 



Intelligence is praised to one and all. 

We say that intelligence means 

being able to solve problems. Some animal 

seem abled to do this. For ex. cats often 

find her way home from long distances. 

To do this they had to remember and think. 

Young birds are also able to made long 

journeys. They are borne with this ability. 

This is not intelligence. We call these instinct. 

Incorrect – Correct 

to           –        by 

(a) …………… – ……………… 

(b) …………… – ……………… 

(c) …………… – ……………… 

(d) …………… – ……………… 

(e) …………… – ……………… 

(f) …………… – ………………. 

(g) …………… – ………………. 

(h) …………… – ………………. 

 

Q7. Write the summary of 'The Ailing Planet' in your own words.  

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

DO THE FOLLOWING PRACTICALS IN FILE  

1.Write General Motor Fitness Test along with Diagrams in Practical File.  

2.Write 5 Yogasanas (Procedure, Benefits and Contraindications with Diagram) in standing 

position and sitting position in each in Practical File.  

 

HISTORY 

SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS: 

1. In what context, the law became a subject of study? 

2. What was the women’s status in business families? 

3. Write in brief the background factors resulting in the first Industrial Revolution in 

England. 

4. How did London become a triangular trade network? 

5. Who had established the knowledge as distinct from belief? 

LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS: 

1. What were the features of humanist thought? 

2. Why were Italian towns the first to experience the ideas of humanism? 

3. What were the ill-effects of industries? 

4. What is the debate on industrial revolution? 

5. What was Luddism and what were its demands? 



 

ECONOMICS 

Project : Term 2 ( 5 marks) 

Note: Complete your project according to the given guidelines : 

. Advantages and disadvantages of situations or issues identified.  

. Short-term and long-term implications of economic strategies suggested in the course of 

research  

·Validity, reliability, appropriateness and relevance of data used for research work and for 

presentation in the project file  

·Citation of the materials referred to, in the file in footnotes, resources section, bibliography 

etc. 

Solve the following questions in Micro economics notebook : 

Q1) Complete the following table : 

Units of labour             (AP) (units)         (MP) (units) 

1                                     16.                  – 

2                                    20.                 – 

3                                    –                        20 

4             18                           – 

5                                       –                           8 

6                                    14                – 

Q2) What is meant by returns to a factor? State the la w of diminishing returns to a factor. 

Q3) State giving reasons whether the following statements are true or false. 

(i) Average Product will increase only when Marginal Product increases.  

(ii) Under diminishing returns to a factor, Total Product continues to increase till Marginal 

Product reaches zero. 

(iii) Where there are diminishing returns to a factor, Total Product first increases and then 

starts falling.  

(iv) When Marginal Product falls, Average Product will also fall.  

(v) Total Product always increases whether there is increasing returns or diminishing.  

 

POLITICAL SCIENCE 

1. What is the difference between positive liberty and negative liberty? 

2. Write down the discretionary powers of President. 

3. What is the Harm principle? 

4. What is the role of council of ministers and Prime Minister in government? 



5. What is the difference between freedom and liberty? 

6. What do you understand by affirmative action? 

7. What is differential treatment? 

8. What is Swaraj? 

9.  What is the difference between self regarding action and others regarding action? 

10. What do you understand by equality? 

 

HINDI 

ग ूंगे पाठ याद करना है। 

राूंगेयराघव का जीवन पररचय लिखें भी और याद भी करें। 

 

CLASS -XI (SCIENCE)                                                                                                                         

ENGLISH 

Q.1. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow: 

Great Indian digital divide 

8. The revolution in information technology (IT), far from helping India to leapfrog to a 

post-industrial society, threatens to rupture the social fabric by enriching a few at the 

cost of many. 

9. In a very short time and quite unexpectedly, India has risen to considerable eminence 

in the world of information technology. This year, software products are expected to 

account for $ 5.7 billion in exports and will account for a quarter of the growth in the 

economy, which is expected to grow nearly seven per cent. Within eight years, 

predicts a recent study by McKinsey & Co. and the National Association of Software 

& Service Companies (Nasscom), India’s annual IT exports could hit $ 50 billion 

about 33 per cent of global software exports. Such a surge is expected to generate 2.2 

million jobs—and push our growth rate near the double digits that many East Asian 

Tigers enjoyed before the 1997 crash. 

10. For the rapidly growing middle class, which was desperate to make its presence felt 

but remained mired in the great Indian outback of the global economy and regretfully 

watched the industrial revolution pass it by, this is the moment they have been waiting 

for. When countries like Japan and Germany, the objects of Indian admiration, should 

come knocking on our doors to solicit our talent to invigorate their industry, it is 

indeed redemption of sorts. And IT is the cause of it all. 

11. The big question is, will IT do an encore for India as a nation, and not just for a wafer 

thin percentage of IT-literate Indians, mostly the poster boys of the IITs? 

12. IT has, as yet, failed to touch the lives of the average citizen and India is nowhere 

close to being a knowledge economy or society. As per the International Data 

Corporation (IDC), in a survey of 55 countries, India ranks 54th on its Information 

Society Index. 

13. The fact is, it is a straightforward reflection of the deep inequality of our education 

system which breeds a few ‘geniuses’ at the cost of the entire nation. A study by 

former director of the National Centre for Software Technology, R. Narasimhan, 



points out that nowhere is the digital divide more glaring than in IT education. The 

report warns that India’s ‘obsession’ with the software industry and its exports 

orientation is leading to the churning out of unemployable students on one hand and 

bright whiz-kids on the other. While the latter are lured away by overseas employers, 

the former remain unemployable. 

Narasimhan cautions against the ‘hype’ associated with the phenomenal growth of 

India’s software industry defying rational explanations and built up into a ‘mystique 

of sort’ which breeds false hopes. . 

14. India’s software industry is a poor employment generator. In the mid-Nineties, some 

20,000 people were actively employed in software export services. In contrast, there 

were three million registered unemployed graduates in the Nineties. While the 

‘Narasimhan study doesn’t mention number of hobs lost due to computerisation, one 

could comfortably add a million to the number. 

A. Answer the following questions by choosing the most appropriate option:  

 

1. The revolution in IT threatens to break apart the social fabric 

because………………………… 

(a) the stocks of software companies have risen at BSE 

(b) it has helped India to rise beyond the industrial society 

(c) it is enriching a few at the cost of many 

(d) it has created a gulf between the rural and urban sector 

2. Growth in export of Indian software products and national economy have been achieved 

because of………………………… 

(a) global recession 

(b) liberalised economy 

(c) public private cooperation 

(d) eminence of Information Technology 

3. It is a time of pride for the middle classes in India because………………………… 

(a) developed industrial nations will require Indian software professionals to invigorate their 

industry 

(b) they are desperate to make their presence felt 

(c) they have remained stuck in the mud of global economy 

(d) they have regretfully watched the industrial revolution pass by them 

4. The digital divide is clearly visible in IT revolution because………………………… 

(a) it has improved a lot of average Indian citizen 

(b) it has benefitted only the products of IITs or some IT-literates 

(c) it has made India a knowledge economy or society 

(d) non-IT trained students run the IT institutes 

5. Narasimhan’s report cautions against ‘hype’ around IT software industry 

because………………………… 

(a) it is rational 

(b) it breeds false hopes 



(c) all look for foreign assignments 

(d) it attracts even the dullards 

6. The word ‘redemption’ in para 3 means………………………… 

(a) recoupment 

(b) recumbent 

(c) recovery 

(d) redeeming 

B. Answer the following questions in brief:  

7. Why is the digital divide clearly visible in IT revolution? 

8. Why is IT not beneficial for average Indians? 

9. What does Narasimhan’s report highlight on IT software industry? 

10. How is it lucrative for the middle classes in India? 

11. Find the words from the passage which are similar in meaning. 

(a) Recovery (para 3) 

(b) Very easily seen (para 6) 

 

Q2. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow: 

 

1. Conflict between people takes the forms of assertiveness, aggression, and violence. It is 

fuelled by many factors, including greed, selfishness, desire, jealousy, envy, fear, hate, and 

lust for power. 

 

From the perspective of yogic philosophy, these “fuels” for conflict are all caused by a 

clouding of our perception, called avidya. Because of avidya, we do not recognise our true 

spiritual kinship with other people, and we are prone to experience those “fuels” of conflict. 

 

2. These “fuels” are widely varied, but have one commonality; experience of any of these 

emotions or desires is done from an “I” perspective. People who feel these emotions want 

more (or less) of something for themselves, as compared to what they see in other people. 

These people do not identify with others, but feel separate from them, left out or isolated. 

Two powerful tools exist to reduce the effect of these “fuels” within ourselves: cultivating 

right attitude, and behaving in constructive ways. 

 

3. Some of us feel envious or jealous when we see another who is happy, successful or 

content. We may feel disgusted or even hatred at the sight of a drifter or a drug addict. In this 

case, Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras prescribe a change in attitude towards other people, a change 

that will help us purify our minds and become more peaceful. To become more peaceful, we 

should practise being pleased when we see another who is happy. We should strive to be 

compassionate towards those in misery, and joyful to see virtue in another. In cultivating 

these attitudes, we become more accepting of the world and more peaceful towards others. 

Non-possessiveness can be practised, as can contentment. 

 

4. Our behaviour-how we act-includes both how we treat others, and how we treat ourselves. 

To become satisfied in our lives and more peaceful in our treatment of others, we should 

practise non-violence, truthfulness, and non-stealing, three of the ‘yamas’ from Yoga Sutras. 

These qualities help us become happier in our lives and less aggressive towards others. 

Practising meditation is also known to reduce stress and increase happiness. 

 



5. Some people do not want to be less aggressive or happier. They want more power and 

more control. They don’t want cooperation. They see themselves as separate from others, and 

responsible for their own success. Their world view assumes that they can and should decide 

what is proper and that others must conform to their desires. These people will not be swayed 

by arguments about the happiness that accrues after several years of meditation, or the peace 

to be found in recognising one’s true Self. They want results, and they want them now. Even 

these people can accept a yoga practice if it is presented to them in a way they value, which 

usually means, a ‘physical’ practice.  

 

(a) On the basis of your reading of the above passage make notes on it using headings and 

subheadings. Use recognisable abbreviations, wherever necessary, and give it a suitable title. 

(b) Write a summary of the passage in about 80 words based on your notes. 

 

Q3. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of past tense by selecting from the options 

given in brackets. 

9. The other employees had already left the office but Kanika ………………. (still 

worked/was still working) there. 

10. A small boy ………………. (fell/was falling) from the train when it was moving at 

full speed. 

11. We saw a bus fallen into a ditch when we ………………. (went/were going) to 

Mussoorie. 

12. Anita ………………. (burnt/was burning) her finger while she was cooking. 

13. While I ………………. (waited/was waiting) for my bus Rachita was running after 

hers. 

14. The farmer sold the crop after he ………………. (harvested/had harvested) it. 

15. Indians ………………. (had fought/fought) a long struggle before they 

………………. (had attained/attained) independence. 

16. The train ………………. (departed/had departed) before we reached the station. 

Q.4.Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the future tense of the verbs given in 

brackets. 

9. Now Nikhil ………………… (want) to move to a bigger city for a better job. 

10. The famous Dr Prahlad ………………… (operate) on my uncle tomorrow to remove 

his tumour. 

11. Sarla’s mother ………………… (stay) in a rented house after her divorce gets 

through. 

12. Prodipta ………………… (win) the wrestling bout against Vijay this evening, I’m 

sure. 

13. I think Ranjan ………………… (start) his journey tomorrow. 

14. Our Maths teacher ………………… (correct) the exam papers by Sunday. 

15. I think Anil ………………… (certainly/get) good marks in the Social Science test. 

16. By 7 PM, Sameera ………………… (finish) her homework. 

Q.5. In the given paragraph, one word has been omitted in each line. Write the missing 

word along with the word that comes before the word and the word that comes after it 

in the space provided as shown. 

Tears are produced tear glands which keep the eye e.g. produced by tear 



moist and are normally drained the (a) …………………………………….. 

nose. Onions a number of water-soluble volatile (b) …………………………………….. 

substances containing sulphur, cutting the onion (c) …………………………………….. 

these spread the air and cause irritation in the eyes. (d) …………………………………….. 

The tear glands start secreting more and more tears 

wash out the irritants. 
(e) …………………………………….. 

The tears are produced fast that they cannot be 

drained out 
(f) …………………………………….. 

through nose and so run (g) …………………………………….. 

down the eyes thus making cry. (h) …………………………………….. 

 

Q.6. There is an error in each of the following lines. Write the incorrect word and the 

correct word in the given space. The first one has been done as an example: 

Intelligence is praised to one and all. 

We say that intelligence means 

being able to solve problems. Some animal 

seem abled to do this. For ex. cats often 

find her way home from long distances. 

To do this they had to remember and think. 

Young birds are also able to made long 

journeys. They are borne with this ability. 

This is not intelligence. We call these instinct. 

Incorrect – Correct 

to           –        by 

(a) …………… – ……………… 

(b) …………… – ……………… 

(c) …………… – ……………… 

(d) …………… – ……………… 

(e) …………… – ……………… 

(f) …………… – ………………. 

(g) …………… – ………………. 

(h) …………… – ………………. 

 

Q7. Write the summary of 'The Ailing Planet' in your own words.  

PHYSICS 

*Complete following practicals in your file.  

1.To find the force constant of a helical spring by plotting a graph between load and 

extension.  

2. To study the relation between frequency and length of a given wire under constant  tension 

using sonometer.  

Activities   

1.To observe and explain the effect of heating on a bi-metallic strip.  

2. To study the effect of detergent on surface tension of water by observing capillary 

rise.Very Short Answer Type Questions  



1. The Young’s modulus for steel is much more than that for rubber. For the same 

longitudinal strain, which one will have greater tensile stress?  

2. Is stress a vector quantity?  

3. Identical springs of steel and copper are equally stretched. On which, more  work will 

have to be done?  

4. What is the Young’s modulus for a perfect rigid body?  

5. What is the Bulk modulus for a perfect rigid body? 

 

CHEMISTRY 

PROJECT -  Prepare a project and write in your project file .Topics for the  project are given 

below :  

1.Gas Laws .                                                                                                                                            

2.Kinetic molecular theory of gas.                                                                                                                             

3.Real gas vs Ideal Gas .                                                                                                                     

4.Entropy.                                                                                                                                                   

5.Laws of thermodynamics.                                                                                                                                          

6.Enthalpy.                                                                                                                                          

7.Spontaneity.                                                                                                                                              

8.Gibbs  Energy.                                                                                                                                                     

9. Heat Capacity.                                                                                                                                            

10. Internal energy .      

ACTIVITIES /EXPERIMENTSWrite down the following practicals in your practical note 

book .                                                                            1.To identify acidic and basic radicals 

in the given salt .                                                                              2.To preapare the standard 

solution (M/20) of oxalic acid  .                                                                                          

3.Detection of the elements in the given organic compound.           

 

MATHS 

Activities  

1.Graphical solutions of linear inequalities  in two variables  

2.combinations 

3.parabola 

4.probability  

 

BIOLOGY 
 

Do following practicals in file: 
 

1.Tissues and diversity in shape and size of animal cells (squamous epithelium, smooth, 

skeletal and cardiac muscle fibers and mammalian blood smear) 

through  temporary/permanent slides. 

2.Mitosis in onion root tip cells and animal cells (grasshopper) from permanent slides. 

3.Test for presence of sugar in urine. 

4.Separation of plant pigments through paper chromatography. 



5.Study of distribution of stomata in the upper and lower surfaces of leaves. 

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

DO THE FOLLOWING PRACTICALS IN FILE  

1.Write General Motor Fitness Test along with Diagrams in Practical File.  

2.Write 5 Yogasanas (Procedure, Benefits and Contraindications with Diagram) in standing 

position and sitting position in each in Practical File.  

COMPUTER SCIENCE 

LIST MANIPULATION 

1. Write difference between append() and extend() methods of list. 

2. How we can Select An Element From A List 

3. How we can determine the size of the list. 

4. Can we concatenates two lists,how 

5. How we can sort the elements of the list. 

6. How we can clone a list. 

7. How you will intersect two list elements 

8. Can we remove duplicate elements of a list,how. 

9. How To Select An Element From A List 

10. What is the output when we execute list(“hello”)? 

11. Suppose listExample is [‘h’,’e’,’l’,’l’,’o’], what is len(listExample)? 

12. Suppose list1 is [12, 323, 2322, 14, 25], What is list1[:-1] ? 

13. What is the output when following code is executed ? 

>>>names = ['Freya', 'Mohak', 'Mahesh', 'Dwivedi'] 

>>>print(names[-1][-1]) 

14. What is the output when following code is executed ? 

names1 = ['Freya', 'Mohak', 'Mahesh', 'Dwivedi'] 

names2 = names1 

names3 = names1[:] 

names2[0] = 'Vishal' 

names3[1] = 'Jay' 

sum = 0 

for ls in (names1, names2, names3): 

 if ls[0] == ' Vishal ': 



 sum += 2 

 if ls[1] == 'Jay ': 

 sum += 5 

print sum 

 

15. Suppose list1 is [9,1, 3, 2], What is list1 * 2 ? 

16. Suppose list1 = [0.5 * x for x in range(1, 5)], list1 is : 

17. To add a new element to a list we use which command ? 

18. To insert 9 to the second position in list1, write its command ? 

19. To remove string “the” from list1, write its command ? 

20. Suppose list1 is [1, 3, 5, 12, 5], what is list1.index(5) ? 

21. Suppose list1 is [13, 14, 15, 20, 15, 25, 11, 13], what is list1.count(15) ? 

22. What is the output when the following code is executed ? 

>>>"Welcome to Computer Science".split() 

23. What is the output when following code is executed ? 

List = [1, 5, 5, 15, 5, 1] 

max = List[0] 

indexOfMax = 0 

for i in range(1, len(List)): 

   if List[i] > max: 

  max = List[i] 

  indexOfMax = i 

print(indexOfMax) 

24. What is the output when following code is executed ? 

list1 = [11, 13] 

list2 = list1 

list1[0] = 14 

print(list2) 

25. What will be the output? 

names1 = ['Freya', 'Mohak', 'Mahesh', 'Dwivedi'] 

if 'freya' in names1: 



 print(1) 

else: 

 print(2) 

26. What will be the output? 

numbers = [11, 12, 13, 14] 

numbers.append([15,16,17,18]) 

print(len(numbers)) 

CLASS -XI (COMMERCE)  

 

ENGLISH 

Q.1. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow: 

Great Indian digital divide 

15. The revolution in information technology (IT), far from helping India to leapfrog to a 

post-industrial society, threatens to rupture the social fabric by enriching a few at the 

cost of many. 

16. In a very short time and quite unexpectedly, India has risen to considerable eminence 

in the world of information technology. This year, software products are expected to 

account for $ 5.7 billion in exports and will account for a quarter of the growth in the 

economy, which is expected to grow nearly seven per cent. Within eight years, 

predicts a recent study by McKinsey & Co. and the National Association of Software 

& Service Companies (Nasscom), India’s annual IT exports could hit $ 50 billion 

about 33 per cent of global software exports. Such a surge is expected to generate 2.2 

million jobs—and push our growth rate near the double digits that many East Asian 

Tigers enjoyed before the 1997 crash. 

17. For the rapidly growing middle class, which was desperate to make its presence felt 

but remained mired in the great Indian outback of the global economy and regretfully 

watched the industrial revolution pass it by, this is the moment they have been waiting 

for. When countries like Japan and Germany, the objects of Indian admiration, should 

come knocking on our doors to solicit our talent to invigorate their industry, it is 

indeed redemption of sorts. And IT is the cause of it all. 

18. The big question is, will IT do an encore for India as a nation, and not just for a wafer 

thin percentage of IT-literate Indians, mostly the poster boys of the IITs? 

19. IT has, as yet, failed to touch the lives of the average citizen and India is nowhere 

close to being a knowledge economy or society. As per the International Data 

Corporation (IDC), in a survey of 55 countries, India ranks 54th on its Information 

Society Index. 

20. The fact is, it is a straightforward reflection of the deep inequality of our education 

system which breeds a few ‘geniuses’ at the cost of the entire nation. A study by 

former director of the National Centre for Software Technology, R. Narasimhan, 

points out that nowhere is the digital divide more glaring than in IT education. The 

report warns that India’s ‘obsession’ with the software industry and its exports 

orientation is leading to the churning out of unemployable students on one hand and 

bright whiz-kids on the other. While the latter are lured away by overseas employers, 

the former remain unemployable. 

Narasimhan cautions against the ‘hype’ associated with the phenomenal growth of 



India’s software industry defying rational explanations and built up into a ‘mystique 

of sort’ which breeds false hopes. . 

21. India’s software industry is a poor employment generator. In the mid-Nineties, some 

20,000 people were actively employed in software export services. In contrast, there 

were three million registered unemployed graduates in the Nineties. While the 

‘Narasimhan study doesn’t mention number of hobs lost due to computerisation, one 

could comfortably add a million to the number. 

A. Answer the following questions by choosing the most appropriate option:  

 

1. The revolution in IT threatens to break apart the social fabric 

because………………………… 

(a) the stocks of software companies have risen at BSE 

(b) it has helped India to rise beyond the industrial society 

(c) it is enriching a few at the cost of many 

(d) it has created a gulf between the rural and urban sector 

2. Growth in export of Indian software products and national economy have been achieved 

because of………………………… 

(a) global recession 

(b) liberalised economy 

(c) public private cooperation 

(d) eminence of Information Technology 

3. It is a time of pride for the middle classes in India because………………………… 

(a) developed industrial nations will require Indian software professionals to invigorate their 

industry 

(b) they are desperate to make their presence felt 

(c) they have remained stuck in the mud of global economy 

(d) they have regretfully watched the industrial revolution pass by them 

4. The digital divide is clearly visible in IT revolution because………………………… 

(a) it has improved a lot of average Indian citizen 

(b) it has benefitted only the products of IITs or some IT-literates 

(c) it has made India a knowledge economy or society 

(d) non-IT trained students run the IT institutes 

5. Narasimhan’s report cautions against ‘hype’ around IT software industry 

because………………………… 

(a) it is rational 

(b) it breeds false hopes 

(c) all look for foreign assignments 

(d) it attracts even the dullards 

6. The word ‘redemption’ in para 3 means………………………… 

(a) recoupment 



(b) recumbent 

(c) recovery 

(d) redeeming 

B. Answer the following questions in brief:  

7. Why is the digital divide clearly visible in IT revolution? 

8. Why is IT not beneficial for average Indians? 

9. What does Narasimhan’s report highlight on IT software industry? 

10. How is it lucrative for the middle classes in India? 

11. Find the words from the passage which are similar in meaning. 

(a) Recovery (para 3) 

(b) Very easily seen (para 6) 

 

Q2. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow: 

 

1. Conflict between people takes the forms of assertiveness, aggression, and violence. It is 

fuelled by many factors, including greed, selfishness, desire, jealousy, envy, fear, hate, and 

lust for power. 

 

From the perspective of yogic philosophy, these “fuels” for conflict are all caused by a 

clouding of our perception, called avidya. Because of avidya, we do not recognise our true 

spiritual kinship with other people, and we are prone to experience those “fuels” of conflict. 

 

2. These “fuels” are widely varied, but have one commonality; experience of any of these 

emotions or desires is done from an “I” perspective. People who feel these emotions want 

more (or less) of something for themselves, as compared to what they see in other people. 

These people do not identify with others, but feel separate from them, left out or isolated. 

Two powerful tools exist to reduce the effect of these “fuels” within ourselves: cultivating 

right attitude, and behaving in constructive ways. 

 

3. Some of us feel envious or jealous when we see another who is happy, successful or 

content. We may feel disgusted or even hatred at the sight of a drifter or a drug addict. In this 

case, Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras prescribe a change in attitude towards other people, a change 

that will help us purify our minds and become more peaceful. To become more peaceful, we 

should practise being pleased when we see another who is happy. We should strive to be 

compassionate towards those in misery, and joyful to see virtue in another. In cultivating 

these attitudes, we become more accepting of the world and more peaceful towards others. 

Non-possessiveness can be practised, as can contentment. 

 

4. Our behaviour-how we act-includes both how we treat others, and how we treat ourselves. 

To become satisfied in our lives and more peaceful in our treatment of others, we should 

practise non-violence, truthfulness, and non-stealing, three of the ‘yamas’ from Yoga Sutras. 

These qualities help us become happier in our lives and less aggressive towards others. 

Practising meditation is also known to reduce stress and increase happiness. 

 

5. Some people do not want to be less aggressive or happier. They want more power and 

more control. They don’t want cooperation. They see themselves as separate from others, and 

responsible for their own success. Their world view assumes that they can and should decide 

what is proper and that others must conform to their desires. These people will not be swayed 

by arguments about the happiness that accrues after several years of meditation, or the peace 

to be found in recognising one’s true Self. They want results, and they want them now. Even 



these people can accept a yoga practice if it is presented to them in a way they value, which 

usually means, a ‘physical’ practice.  

 

(a) On the basis of your reading of the above passage make notes on it using headings and 

subheadings. Use recognisable abbreviations, wherever necessary, and give it a suitable title. 

(b) Write a summary of the passage in about 80 words based on your notes. 

 

Q3. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of past tense by selecting from the options 

given in brackets. 

17. The other employees had already left the office but Kanika ………………. (still 

worked/was still working) there. 

18. A small boy ………………. (fell/was falling) from the train when it was moving at 

full speed. 

19. We saw a bus fallen into a ditch when we ………………. (went/were going) to 

Mussoorie. 

20. Anita ………………. (burnt/was burning) her finger while she was cooking. 

21. While I ………………. (waited/was waiting) for my bus Rachita was running after 

hers. 

22. The farmer sold the crop after he ………………. (harvested/had harvested) it. 

23. Indians ………………. (had fought/fought) a long struggle before they 

………………. (had attained/attained) independence. 

24. The train ………………. (departed/had departed) before we reached the station. 

Q.4.Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the future tense of the verbs given in 

brackets. 

17. Now Nikhil ………………… (want) to move to a bigger city for a better job. 

18. The famous Dr Prahlad ………………… (operate) on my uncle tomorrow to remove 

his tumour. 

19. Sarla’s mother ………………… (stay) in a rented house after her divorce gets 

through. 

20. Prodipta ………………… (win) the wrestling bout against Vijay this evening, I’m 

sure. 

21. I think Ranjan ………………… (start) his journey tomorrow. 

22. Our Maths teacher ………………… (correct) the exam papers by Sunday. 

23. I think Anil ………………… (certainly/get) good marks in the Social Science test. 

24. By 7 PM, Sameera ………………… (finish) her homework. 

Q.5. In the given paragraph, one word has been omitted in each line. Write the missing 

word along with the word that comes before the word and the word that comes after it 

in the space provided as shown. 

Tears are produced tear glands which keep the eye e.g. produced by tear 

moist and are normally drained the (a) …………………………………….. 

nose. Onions a number of water-soluble volatile (b) …………………………………….. 

substances containing sulphur, cutting the onion (c) …………………………………….. 



these spread the air and cause irritation in the eyes. (d) …………………………………….. 

The tear glands start secreting more and more tears 

wash out the irritants. 
(e) …………………………………….. 

The tears are produced fast that they cannot be 

drained out 
(f) …………………………………….. 

through nose and so run (g) …………………………………….. 

down the eyes thus making cry. (h) …………………………………….. 

 

Q.6. There is an error in each of the following lines. Write the incorrect word and the 

correct word in the given space. The first one has been done as an example: 

Intelligence is praised to one and all. 

We say that intelligence means 

being able to solve problems. Some animal 

seem abled to do this. For ex. cats often 

find her way home from long distances. 

To do this they had to remember and think. 

Young birds are also able to made long 

journeys. They are borne with this ability. 

This is not intelligence. We call these instinct. 

Incorrect – Correct 

to           –        by 

(a) …………… – ……………… 

(b) …………… – ……………… 

(c) …………… – ……………… 

(d) …………… – ……………… 

(e) …………… – ……………… 

(f) …………… – ………………. 

(g) …………… – ………………. 

(h) …………… – ………………. 

 

Q7. Write the summary of 'The Ailing Planet' in your own words.  

 

ACCOUNTANCY 

I. Prepare a specimen of Bills of Exchange with imaginary figures , date and names.  

Find out and answer the following:- 

1. What is the name of drawer ? 

2. Who is Acceptor of the bill? 

3. Find out Due Date of bill of exchange. 

4. How many grace days to be provided for deciding due date? 

5. Is it an order or promise to pay the amount by creditor? 

 

II.Answer the following:- 

1.  What are the objectives of the trial balance?  

2.  Which ledger balances are written on the debit side of the trial balance? 

3.  Which ledger balances are written on the credit side of the trial balance? 



4.  When is the trial balance prepared? 

5. Which accounts do not include in the trial balance? 

6.  What is the main limitation of the trial balance?  

 7.  When is the closing stock included in the trial balance? 

 8. What is the formula for the calculation of the adjusted purchase?  

9.  What does a disagreed trial balance tell us? 

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

DO THE FOLLOWING PRACTICALS IN FILE  

1. Write General Motor Fitness Test along with Diagrams in Practical File.  

2. Write 5 Yogasanas (Procedure, Benefits and Contraindications with Diagram) in 

standing position and sitting position in each in Practical File. 

 

ECONOMICS 

Economics project : Term 2 ( 5 marks) 

Note: Complete your project according to the given guidelines : 

. Advantages and disadvantages of situations or issues identified.  

. Short-term and long-term implications of economic strategies suggested in the course of 

research  

·Validity, reliability, appropriateness and relevance of data used for research work and for 

presentation in the project file  

·Citation of the materials referred to, in the file in footnotes, resources section, bibliography 

etc. 

Solve the following questions in Micro economics notebook : 

Q1) Complete the following table : 

Units of labour   (AP) (units)         (MP) (units) 

1                                   16.                 – 

2                                   20.                – 

3                                    –              20 

4                                   18             – 

5                                    –              8 

6                                    14              – 

Q2) What is meant by returns to a factor? State the la w of diminishing returns to a factor. 

Q3) State giving reasons whether the following statements are true or false. 



(i) Average Product will increase only when Marginal Product increases.  

(ii) Under diminishing returns to a factor, Total Product continues to increase till Marginal 

Product reaches zero. 

(iii) Where there are diminishing returns to a factor, Total Product first increases and then 

starts falling.  

(iv) When Marginal Product falls, Average Product will also fall.  

(v) Total Product always increases whether there is increasing returns or diminishing 

 

SUBJECT:BUSINESS STUDIES 

Revision Assignment 

1. Name these - 

a. Life blood of business  

b. Ploughing back of profits 

2. Amar owns a small farm in which he grows flowers. He is able to earn a small amount 

of profit, but being of an ambitious nature, he wants to take over a neighbouring farm 

and increase the range of flowers he is selling.  

He is of the view that he will need long-term finance for this purpose and plans to 

take a bank loan to pay for the take-over. He has already borrowed money to buy a 

new tractor. 

On the basis of above case, answer the following questions- 

(i) What is meant by ‘long-term sources of finance’? 

(ii) Identify and explain a form of internal finance Amar could have used to buy the 

tractor? 

(iii)What factors would the bank consider before granting loan to Amar?  

3. Write short note on the following financial institutions- 

a. Industrial Finance Corporation of India (IFCI) 

b. State Financial Corporation (SFC) 

c. Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) 

4. Differentiate between - 

a. Owner’s fund and borrowed fund 

b. Equity shares and preferences shares 

c. Shares and debentures 

d. GDR and ADR 

5. Ragini is running a small garments manufacturing firm. She wants to expand her 

business for which more funds are required. She negotiated with multiple suppliers 

and contracts in such a way that she facilitated the purchase of supplies without 

immediate payments.  

Which source of finance she has considered? What merits she would enjoy through 

this source of finance? What demerits she needs to be careful about while investing it? 

Explorative Assignment  

1. Find out 3 companies which have issued debentures in the recent years.  

2. Find out 3 companies which have done IPO in recent times. 

 

MATHEMATICS 



Activities  

1.Graphical solutions of linear inequalities  in two variables  

2.combinations 

3.parabola 

4.probability  

 

INFORMATICS PRACTICES 

Ch- Database Concepts 

1. What is database? 

2. What is dbms? 

3. What is RDBMS? 

4. What is database system? 

5. What is data model? 

6. What are these?

a. Tuple 

b. Relation 

c. Attribute 

d. Entity 

e. Cardinality 

f. Degree

7. A table “Transport” in a database has degree 3 and cardinality 8. What is the  

number of rows and columns in it? 

8. Differentiate between Alternate key and Candidate key. 

9. What is the difference between primary and foreign key? 

10. A table STUDENT has 4 rows and 2 columns and another table TEACHER has 3  

row and 4 columns. How many rows and columns will be there if we obtain the  

Cartesian product of these two tables 

 

HINDI 

ग ूंगे पाठ याद करना है। 

राूंगेयराघव का जीवन पररचय लिखें भी और याद भी करें।



 


